
CV Jbira: arabic/french/arabic translator, subtitling, transcréation, transcription. 

  

 

Formation 

  
Translation  

- Attestation Programs preparatory of translator freelance, AST (School of translation of the Cairo)    

- Attestation Expertise of professional translation, AST.   

- Attestation journalistic Translation, AST,   

- Attestation literary Translation, AST.   

 
Law  

 - Superior study diploma in Right public   

- License in political sciences.   

- 2nd certificate of the Right diploma compared. 
 

Education 

 - Educational faculty certificate to the teaching of the French to the second degree.   

- Diploma to counsel in school orientation.  
 

Professional skills 

- An excellent level of language in French, a very good level in Arabic and a middle level in English   

- A big ease to translate the legal documents of the Arabic toward the French and a comfortable ease to 

translate these documents of the French toward the Arabic.   

- Comfortable capacity to approach the transcréation of the French toward the classic or Moroccan Arabic 

because of an experience felt in the literary and poetic creation and in the translation and a general 

knowledge of the art of the advertisement.    

- Incontestable capacity to the under - titration, having produced several works in a site of martial arts of 

the French toward the Arabic, to the general satisfaction of readers churchgoers the martial arts.   

- A large knowledge of language French and teacher's past permit to approach transcription audio in good 

conditions so long as background noises are not bothersome.   

 

Professional experiences 

- Translation of contracts.   

- Translation of marriage acts.   

- Translation of call requests.   

- Subtitling of videos.   

- Documentary research to the profit of the third   

- Translation of more than 100 thousand words of the Arabic toward the French concerning martial arts    

- Two quotes on proz.com and regular involvement to help on the translation on kudoz   

www.linkedin.com/in/abdelkader-jbira-49596613b 
https://www.proz.com/profile/2649800 

http://jbiratrad.blogspot.com/ 
ab.jbira@gmail.com 
ab.jbira@menara.ma 
tel 0667452056 
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